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The sexy Artie Eaton whose legal name is R 2 D-Two (courtesy of his Star Wars obsessed parents) did not
have a traditional childhood. Left mainly to his own devices, he never knew love or the true meaning of love
until he met Randy. The two men, each with a complicated past, give each other what has been missing in
their lives as they begin to build a dream life together. When the dark sides of their lives collide, trouble
begins. Secrets from their pasts, coupled with harsh and hurtful words, tear them apart. Moving on, each man
tries to find happiness but deep down they both feel unworthy of true happiness. Randy, who had been
lovingly nicknamed “Panda”, seems to have found happiness without Artie, but has he really found
happiness? Is Artie, the man who gave Randy the endearing nickname, happy without him or does he have
no other choice but to live with a Panda heart but without his Panda? This heart wrenching and heartwarming
story will make you laugh, cry, and feel both sorrow and joy for the main characters, as well as for those who
play important roles in their lives, those persons we all know who give us so much but are often overlooked.
Excerpt: Stepping out from around the end of the bank of lockers, I swear time began moving in slow
motion, every head swiveled to stare and it was all I could do to suppress a big gay gasp. Six foot-wow of
tan, bumped with muscle on top, runner lean legs on bottom blond, the guy looked like a Michelangelo
sculpture come to life. That hair! Dear sweet Jupiter! Surfer boy shaggy and streaked in browns and blonds
as if each strand had been hand colored. The thick hair grew out so naturally it looked like a scissor had
never been near it. I’m not a shy guy by any means and easy enough on the eye-modesty isn’t my strong suit
either; sue me-but when this vision glanced my way I twisted my head. It almost hurt to look at him, kind of
like staring into the sun. I gave my laces a final tug and stood just in time to look up and see him looking
back at me AND SMILING! ****** Randy was fun and easy to talk to, had a dry sense of humor and was
much better being together one on one than in a group. Or perhaps he was ok with groups as long as Corey
was not part of them. Which I did kinda understand. The kid could blister wallpaper off with his scathing
remarks and his tongue could have been registered as a lethal weapon after a few drinks. ****** We ended
up at the BIG club, yes, THAT one. The one whose alley smells like a public urinal trough and has been
around longer than dirt where the boy’s room has a name and the women’s room might as well be the men’s
room for all of the urinating done standing in its stalls over the years. It’s an old barn; Cain and Able were
their first Go-Go dancers. Despite the fact that we are dancing and drinking in a big Gay ruin, we are having
that Gay old time we are known for when I spot the Panda. The Panda does not dance or go out. The Panda
usually would rather have his ears dipped in chocolate than be caught in this place. SomeONE has caused
Randy to become Panda the Brave! Panda the Tolerant. Panda the weeknight goer outer, which he usually is
NOT. So the someONE who has caused him to leave the Panda Condo is NOT me. The Panda is with
someONE else.
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From reader reviews:

Jesse Fox:

Here thing why this Panda Heart are different and trusted to be yours. First of all reading through a book is
good however it depends in the content of it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. Panda Heart
giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any publication out there but there is no e-
book that similar with Panda Heart. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your personal eyes about
the thing in which happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. It is possible to
bring everywhere like in park, café, or even in your technique home by train. In case you are having
difficulties in bringing the published book maybe the form of Panda Heart in e-book can be your alternative.

John Guenther:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
when those information which is in the former life are hard to be find than now could be taking seriously
which one is suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable resource
then you understand it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen in you if you take Panda Heart as your daily resource information.

Michael Thompson:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always try and and must have the time or they will get wide range
of stress from both everyday life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity are
there when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you
ever try this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, often the book you
have read is Panda Heart.

Johnny Cahill:

Panda Heart can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away
because this reserve has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The copy writer giving his/her effort to place every
word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Panda Heart although doesn't forget the main level, giving the
reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource details that maybe you can be one of it. This great
information could drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial imagining.
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